
This product has already been used for centuries in skin care.

Herb 37
Since 1516
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This once forgotten product is 
of huge value, and has now 

re-emerged...

The story begins in the 1516’s...

 

ALADDIN® HERB 37
Secret recipe, the story already started in 1516...

What is ALADDIN® HERB 37?

Aladdin® Herb 37 is made by the distillation of 37 herbs, which is 
an ancient recipe , and using the ancient manufacturing process. 
Which dates back to 1516. This particular procedure was already 
being used in the 1400’s . Various elixirs, were mainly used to 
treat damaged skin. In 1095 the monks, had been successfully 
using various herbalproducts to treat skin illnesses. The Aladdin® 
Herb 37 has brought back to the presentthis ancient process, and 
is the first in the world to use this in the beauty
and skin health industry. 

Why do we need the ALADDIN® HERB 37
herbal complex?

In the middle century the formula being used by the monks was already very effective forskin 
beauty and health restoration. In today’s world more and more people suffer fromskin problems 
as the stress affects our skin,.It is very difficult to heal by natural methods without chemicals and 
at a price one can afford. Aladdin® Herb 37 is 100% naturalformula. This ancient method brings 
back hope to restore the skin back to being healthy, young and beautiful. 

Aladdin® Herb 37 is made of the highest alpine flowers in 
Switzerland.

Why is ALADDIN®  HERB 37
exceptionally effective?
The Natural Scientists  had lived all their lives in nature, and stud-
ied the effects of the herbs and flowers on themselves, and worked 
out the precise quantity and assortment. The skin showed rapid and 
amazing results. The Aladdin® Herb 37 is prepared exactly this way.

The distillation from 1400



The inimitable effect of flowers and herbs

HERBS OF ALADDIN® HERB 37
Even today the most advanced biochemist labs in the world cannot artificially reproduce the

active agents of many herbs found in the wild.

Which herbs does ALADDIN® Herb 37 contain?

Aladdin ® Herb 37 consists of dozens of premium aromatic and medicinal herbs, many of them 

col-lected in the Swiss Alps. Following an ancient procedure, the flowers and herbs are collected at 

precisely defined times of the year when the herbs have the highest concentration of active agents.

For more information about the wonderful effects of the herbs listed above and about the 

flowers and herbs found in www.aladdinherb37.com

The true power of ALADDIN® HERB 37 

REBUILDS, HEALS AND BEAUTIFIES 
THE SKIN
ALADDIN® HERB 37 has been helping people for over 6 centuries

How can prepared herb elixir still be so 
effective?

The answer is very short, but the realisation itself took several generations. The secret lies in the so-

phisticated edaucation, knowledge and life experience of the monks. These healing monks devoted 

their entire lives to studying the effects of natural herbs and flowers and the relationship between 

nature and man.

The monks were able to identify the active agents of flowers and herbs on the basis of their colours, 

shapes and scents.

They also knew exactly when the highest concentration of active agents was to be found in each 

herb and during which hours of the day they had to be collected to provide maximum effect on a 

certain illness.

But what is truly amazing …

… is that they were able to combine various herbs and flowers with extraordinary accuracy and 

determine the exact quantities to create a wonderful synergy that multiplies the effects of the indi-

vidual plants and creates a perfect unity.

ALADDIN® Herb 37 is the discovery of the true power 
and complexity of nature.

Aladdin ® Herb 37 is the monks’ true masterpiece, the end-product of a holistic approach to the in-

terconnections of life and treating them as a single unit, which also provides the answer to the high 

level of efficiency of Aladdin ® Herb 37.
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Some flowers and herbs:

Fennel: key fruit, i.e. the seed oil

Globularia: leaves

Hyssop: leaves and blooming ear

Live Forever: leaves and stem

Verbena: the whole herb

Daisy: stem, leaves and flowers

Mouse-ear hawkweed: the upper part of the plant

Peppermint: leaves and the flowering leading shoots

Ribwort Plantain: leaves and the flowering leading shoots

Sanicula Tourn: the whole herb with the roots

Common Hedgehyssop or Herb of Grace: the whole herb

Sage (the queen of medicinal herbs): leaves and flowers

Garden Angelica: the whole herb
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 MEDIVAL HERBS
OF ALADDIN® HERB 37

Back to Nature

This old wisdom warns us from time to time as it has warned many during the recent centuries.

WHAT CAN YOU USE 
ALADDIN® HERB 37 FOR?
The complex effects of Aladdin ® Herb 37 due to the synergy of medicinal herbs and plants render 

quite a wide range of applications possible in restoring skin problems, and in safeguarding the 

beauty and the health of our skin.

ALADDIN® Herb 37, it is good to keep it handy!
Wherever you go, wherever life takes you, it is good to have a companion you can rely on, which 

helps you if you are in trouble. “Life” hidden in Aladdin ® Herb 37 is waiting patiently for the 

moment when it can help, when it can show its real strength and beauty.
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  The beneficial effect of ALADDIN® HERB 37 
has been proven in the following conditions:

: Skin irritation
: Skin pain
: Itchy skin
: Skin infections
: Fungal infection 
 of the skin
: Aging skin
: Wrinkles
: Freckles
: Stimulating skin 
 circulation
: Natural improvement 
 of complexion
: Skin restructuring
: Spots

: Cellulite
: Facial skin after shaving
: Increasing the 
 resistance of the skin
: After cosmetic 
 facial treatment
: After epilating
: Spraying the face after  
 bathing in the morning 
 or evening for general 
 refreshing
: Piles
: Acne
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Herbal Remedies. The healing properties of trees and flowers have been known for centuries.

FURTHER APPLICATION POSSIBILITIES OF 
ALADDIN® HERB 37
Samuel Hahnemann (1755–1843), creator of the ‘Law of Similars’ (Like is cured by like) proved

that remedies can be found in natural and mineral substances.

ALADDIN® Herb 37, it is great to have you with us!

Rudolf Steiner, founder of anthroposophical medicine, creator of the drug group of Iscador (mistletoe 

extract), which is one of the best immune stimulants used in cancer therapy, proved the healing power of 

nature. Similarly, a lot of other researchers, homeopaths and naturopaths have confirmed the same since.

Rapid and efficient help – immediate and convincing results

HOW TO APPLY ALADDIN® HERB 37
Simply spray it over the problematic skin surface and you can enjoy its beneficial effect

immediately.

ALADDIN® Herb 37 was made to help you therefore keep it 
with you all the time!

In case of unexpected inconvenience help is always welcome, and usually we need it without delay.
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Some useful recommendations on 

Additional beneficial effects 
of ALADDIN® Herb 37:
: For bites from wasps, 
 mosquitoes and other 
 insects, for nettle-rash
: Soothing skin
: Bruises
: Grazes
: Sunburn and other 
 burn injuries
: Hair loss
: Dandruff
: Alleviating pain
: For the muscles 
 during massage

: Rheumatic pain
: All kinds of muscle pain
: For warm-up before doing  
 sports, for alleviating muscle  
 and other pain after sporting  
 activities, sports injuries
: Sprains
: Strains
: Swellings due to bumping
: Painful, tired legs
: Against bacterial infections  
 (e.g. morning foot care, 
 foot hygiene)
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: For bites from wasps, mosquitoes and other
  insects, for nettle-rash: spray the sensitive part of   
 the skin and gently massage it into

: Soothing skin: spray it over the affected area as re- 
 quired and let it dry

: Sunburn and other burn injuries: spray it over the skin and let it dry

: Hair loss and dandruff: spray it directly on to your scalp (not hair), and   
strongly rub it into for a few minutes until your scalp gets red. Do not be alarmed if  
 you lose hair due to the strong massage, your hair will regrow. Dandruff and hair  
 loss will stop entirely within 4-5 days.

: Alleviating pain: spray it onto the painful area, and gently massage it into

: For the muscles during massage: spray it over the affected muscles and rub  
 it strongly into

: Rheumatic pain: spray it over the affected muscles, rub it strongly into the skin  
 and repeat this procedure a few times within 15-20 minutes

: All kinds of muscle pain: spray it over the affected muscles and strongly 
 rub it into the skin

: For warm-up before doing sports, for alleviating muscle and other  
 pain after sporting activities, sports injuries: before warm-up spray it 
 over your muscles and massage it thoroughly into the skin; after workout apply it  
 according to the problem you may have

: Sprains and strains: spray it over the problematic area several times a day 
 and apply a packing in the evening

: Swellings and bruises due to bumping: spray it over the problematic 
 area several times a day and spread it gently, evenly.

: Painful, tired legs: spray it over your painful leg, and massage in gently into

: Against bacterial infections (e.g. morning foot care, foot hygiene): 
 spray it over the feet and rub it strongly into
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Take care of the health and beauty of the skin of your loved ones as well!

HOW TO APPLY ALADDIN® HERB 37
Aladdin ® Herb 37 provides you with the feeling of safety

ALADDIN® Herb 37: can be used by the whole family!

Parents, children, grandparents, relatives so every

one in your family can use it and enjoy the bene-

ficial effect of Aladdin® Herb 37.

It is simple to use Aladdin® Herb 37: only 

a moment  and it has a long-lasting effect...

You can feel the effect of aromatic flowers and 

herbs immediately and enjoy their benefit for 

a long time, whenever you use it.

Further possibilities of application:
Spray ALADDIN HERB 37® over the problematic skin area, and gently rub 

it into your skin in case of the following conditions:

ALADDIN HERB 37
WOULD BE PREPARED 

WITH MUCH CARE AND LOVE 
TO HELP PEOPLE

www.aladdinherb37.com
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: Skin irritation:
: Skin pain:
: Itchy skin:
: Skin infections:
: Aging skin:
: Skin restructuring:
: Wrinkles:
: Freckles:
: Spots:
: Acne:
: Facial skin after shaving:
:    Increasing the resistance 
 of the skin:
: After cosmetic facial 
 treatment:
: Spraying the face after the  
 morning or evening bathing  
 for general refreshing:
: Grazes: spray it on the affected 

area and let it dry

: Skin blemishes: soak a sponge into 

ALADDIN, and apply it on the blemishes 

3-4 times a day. Repeat this procedure 

until the unwanted blemishes fade away

: Stimulating skin circulation: 
spray it over the problematic skin surface 

and massage it thoroughly into the skin 

for a few minutes

: Natural improvement of 
complexion: spray it over your face 

4-5 times, and gently but thoroughly 

massage it into the skin

: Piles: simply spray it over the prob-

lematic area
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ALADDIN® HERB 37
The masterpiece of nature and the common man


